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When I came to Stroud Community 
Agriculture (SCA), I was part way through a 
one year, two day a week, gardening 
apprenticeship at a manor house near Bristol. 
Other than a bit of labouring, this was the first 
gardening I had ever really done, so why did I 
want to do an apprenticeship at SCA? 

For many years I had been interested in thing 
ecological and livelihood based, having done 
a degree in environment and development 
studies including experience of rural 
development and community forestry in 
Cambodia. I had gotten more involved in the 
people or social side of community 
development in this country but this had often 
felt somehow disconnected. However, a year 
living in on the edge of a provincial town in 
Cambodia had opened my eyes to the 
potential of small fruit and vegetable gardens 
and fields, and how they played a key role in 
community. On returning to England I wanted 
to pursue this way of connecting with people, 
creation and livelihood. 
For the first year of the apprenticeship I 
worked three days a week, and it was largely 
absorbed by learning the many practical and 
technical skills needed on the farm both with 
regards to vegetables and livestock. I 

remember vividly the first few weeks (or was 
it months?) of weeding carrots and not being 
able to keep up with Laurence, Mark and Ute 
or struggling to work out how to spread the 
hay out for the cattle with a deft flick of a 
fork. I relished the work though and enjoyed 
the team, feeling like I had come home in 
many ways. The biodynamic training blocks 
provided a stimulating conversation partner to 
discuss a more holistic approach to agro-
ecosystems.  
The second year of my apprenticeship 
involved various shifts, all underpinned by 
the desire and necessity of making a 
livelihood out of growing as soon as the 
apprenticeship finished. So, there was more 
emphasis on veg work and less on the 
animals. I went up to four days a week.  I  
dropped the biodynamic training blocks. 
Another shift was to start get my head round 
understanding how the whole farm system 
works, in particular, planning it all for all year 
round production.   

I got involved in starting two initiatives in 
Bristol, in order to start applying my learning 
but also to prepare the ground for when my 
apprenticeship finished. The first being 
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setting up a communal allotment for Asylum 
Seekers and Refugees, which has now been 
running for two years. The second initiative 
involved trying to start a new CSA in Bristol. 
So, quite a steep learning curve but it is about 
to get steeper! 
The third part of my apprenticeship, the art of 
growing, is still to come.  By this I mean the 
art of observing and responding to the soil, 
weather, and the millions of other interactions 
on a farm. This is the bit where I can’t mimic 
Mark, Ute, Laurence and Sam or cut and 
paste Mark’s plans!  
I guess I have been doing it a bit at the 
Asylum Seekers Allotment and other 

community allotments I have subsequently 
got involved with. The big test though is now 
that I have finished at SCA: with one other 
young grower, a committed core group and a 
fledging co-operative, we have just started 
Sims Hill Shared Harvest in Bristol.  
We started cultivating last month and plant to 
have fifty shares this year. The soil and 
people are great but the weeds and getting 
water and fencing on site will be a challenge!  
It has been a great privilege and delight to 
have been at SCA for nearly three years.  I 
came to the right place!                   !"#
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This farm report comes just as I go away on 
holiday, I am leaving in the knowledge that 
the barns are full of hay, there are piglets 
running around and the grass is growing.  

I would like to 
thank all those that 
helped bring the hay 
in. We spread it out 
over two days 
which made it much 
more manageable. 

We baled 
Brookthorpe on 
Saturday. Once the 
hay was in the barn, 
Sue Bohlen made 
scones with cream 
and jam, which was 
washed down with 
tea in our back 
garden.  

Hawkwood yielded 
plenty of bales 
(606). These were 
successfully loaded 
into the barn on 
Sunday. We had a 
total of 1100 bales 
over the two farms. With the silage made 
earlier in the year, this will go a long way 
towards providing enough winter feed for our 
cows. 

There are now thirteen very lively, 
adventurous piglets running around at 
Brookthorpe. Ezmie our Gloucester old spot 
sow farrowed on the 22nd of June. Everyone is 

welcome to come and 
visit them. I would just 
ask that you refrain 
from going in the pen 
with the sows as they 
are usually very 
friendly but when they 
have piglets are not 
always predictable. 
The piglets come out 
of the pen and play 
around where you can 
pet them.   

Ezmie’s daughter is 
due to farrow this 
week. She really needs 
a name. If anyone has 
any suggestions please 
email them to me. 

The cattle are all doing 
well. We will be 
having a bull on the 
farm at Brookthorpe 
soon. He is a Hereford 

bull from a farm up the road. This will mean 
more little Herefords in the spring. 

I hope to see some of you at the next work 
day on Saturday 23 July at Brookthorpe. 

Sam
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(73!6*'1!6#'!(73,'!,+.,9,.%*2!*+.!$#-,*2!*-(,9,(,3$!*+.!-323/'*(,#+$4!

• "#!.3932#&!*!+#+>3;-2%$,93!$3+$3!#6!-#11%+,(0!*'#%+.!(73!6*'14!
!

Core Group 
Q7230&%23/%&'D3*22$?3&+232A2+,+/383*&+$7"36&%3(8$2?:3A2+'2?3J3$,*2?:30&+$80$3#'23K8+02"33
3

3

#8*3U8%(,*8+33 <;ShR3^;S3SS<3 ?8*'21E78%(,*8+F7&$*8,1"0&*3

6,&+83i,$07,23 <;Sh=3ONR^=R3 9,&+8%,$07,2;F7&$*8,1"0&*3
.+(-3V&+2?3 <;Sh=3^S<=h;3 *2$8*&%D7F&+2$21"0&*3
B#%2.!(7,$!/3!0#%D! 3 3
j$23#071&??*8072%3 <;Sh=3OhOOk=3 '$2F,+$8*8,1"0&*3
#'23K8+023 <;Sh=3OhR<N^3 ?'?8+(8+02F/&&/12*8,1"0&*3
#,*&+3U8+>?3 <;ShR3^;RN<^3 3
P8%>3U8%%,?&+3 <;Sh=3OhRS^S3 *8%>FD1'*$'0>2%"0&"'>3
Q8*?-+3H,((&+3 <;Sh=3Oh;hh^3 $8*?-+!,((&+F7&$*8,1"0&*3
l2A,+3.?7C-3 <;ShR3^;SNR<33 >2A,+8?7C-FD7&+20&&D"0&&D3
3

6&%3*&%23,+9&%*8$,&+3D128?230&+$80$3V8(23&+3E8(2C8?79&%(F7&$*8,1"0&*3
E7#(#$!/0!F(3!

D/:/$#6!<:E+4$4/(!F!G:73$%#*43:!
)18,%238+(3G8'13#72%,(8+43<^Sh3Sh^<^;S!
,+9&F#$%&'()&**'+,$-./%,0'1$'%2"&%/!
!!!"#$%&'()&**'+,$-./%,0'1$'%2"&%/3
 

H/%1/$(?40!I,%4:2!J#$36!H#*?/=(!
*2*C2%?7,DF#$%&'()&**'+,$-./%,0'1$'%2"&%/!
3

8/=(6/**/$2!"$#:94(!D31/'!
9%8+0,?"/&C2-FD7&+20&&D"0&&D3
 

 


